CINEMATIC ART AT THE SERVICE OF HUMANITY

Endowment Fund
PRESENTS

The gala evening and awards ceremony in support
of the Middle East Fashion Council and the Councils
core value in Sustainable Fashion

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

WHAT LEGACY ARE WE LEAVING
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS ?

DUBAÏ
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May 19th, 2021

BE PART OF OUR VISION
President’s Forewords

Manuel Collas De La Roche
President and Founder of The Better World Endowment Fund

At the dawn of this new decade, change is upon us.
And all we have to decide is what to be done with the time that is
given to us. In 2021, we vow to responsibly commit for tomorrow.
And it starts here with the Middle east Fashion Council and The
Middle east Fashion on the may 19th, 2021
From images to action, the Better World Endowment Fund aspires
to be more than a single event, and to stand as a movement raising
awareness for change all around the world.
The Better World Endowment Fund aims to be the voice and images
of tomorrow’s world through a series of films and documentaries from
different countries to defend, promote and support all those actors
committed to the future, but who often remain in the shadows.
In 2021, for its 10th edition, the Better World Endowment Fund
embraces new contours for decisive action by supporting meaningful
projects on the following themes:
Environment – Biodiversity – Ecosystems – Women’s Empowerment.
We believe in the power of the international Film Industry to be
a powerful seed for global change, as a way to spread messages,
awareness, and inspire meaningful action.
Bridging Culture and Nature, Art and Science, Challenges and
Action, we invite you to join us into this action for the future.
Because we need to highlight the good, we need to inspire, we need
to share, and we need to act all together. Because a better world will
not be possible without individual awareness.
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Operational Team
M. Collas de la Roche - President Founder and Member of the Board of Director’s
Alexandre Thevenet - Managing Director Better World Fund
Olivier Lopez - Lawyer Squair - Member the of Board of Director’s
Anthony Laroche - Member of the Board of Director’s better World Fund.
Géraldine Dunoyer - Director Better World Fund UAE
Francesca Ginocchi - Press officer
Siddharth Batra - International Legal Advisor
Michel Soyer - Partnership Manager

Board of Advisors
Roberto Segré Chairman of the board - Co-Founder & President Transition Monaco Forum
Eric Villalonga - CEREM Monaco
Nicolas Imbert - Executive director of GCFT
Selim Fendi - Aurum Group Monaco
Catherine Briat - Diplomat and Writer
Kiera Chaplin - Model and activist
Moran Hadad - President Chaka Foundation
Nataliya Resh - President and Founder of Open Culture Foundation
Anne Le More - President & co-founder, Chefs4thePlanet

Goodwill Ambassador
HE Laila Rahhal El Atfani
H.R.H Princess Beatrice de Bourbon des Deux Siciles
Nada Ghandour
Rima Mekkawi
Jean François Desjacques
Natalia Kapchuk
Nicole Purin
Agnès Bellulo
H.R.H Princess Angelique Monet
Liane Foly
Sandy and Brian Stewart
Nataliya Resh
René Villemure
Dhananjay Kabre
Christian Baudis
Shalini Aroraa Kochhar
Mathilde Martin
Josef Brandmaier
Elizabeth Platt
Emmanuel Itier
Peter Christmann
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Supporting The People of Lebanon

We are supporting the people of Lebanon during The Middle East Fashion Councils Gala dinner
supported by our Better World Endowment Fund closing out The Middle East Fashion on the may
19th, 2021
The Better World Endowment Fund will financially support a school program in Lebanon through
the René Moamad Foundation
René Moawad Foundation Services
Based on the existing situation children and adolescents face huge protection concerns and risks.
For this, the René Moawad Foundation (RMF) established in 2000 a center for Education and
Protection Services for underserved cohorts of population.
Activity

Description

Cost per
Child/Month
(in USD)

Cost per
Child/Year
(in USD)

1

School Support

Each child comes to the center on daily basis for receiving educational support in all given subjects at school for a duration of 3 hours.
School support classes are given by specialized teachers in groups of
10 children. Taught subjects include Math, Sciences, Arabic language,
French language, History, Geography and Civics.

88

792

2

Stationery

Includes copybooks, pencil case, pens, erasers, sharpener, ruler,
geometric tools, coloring pencils and pencils.

5

45

3

Tablet

One tablet is delivered for each child. Lenovo Tab7 essential (CPU
MEDIAREK MT8167D 64 BIT, DISPLAY 7 inch 1024*600 IPS, Memory PC DDR4 1GB, storage 8 GB, WLAN, 802.11B/G/N/+BT4.0, OS
Android 7.0, Battery L13D1P31 3.8V 3450MAH 13.1WH)

100

100

4

Internet Recharge
Bundle

Internet recharge bundle of 40 GB is secured for enabling students
attend their classes online.

30

270

5

Recreational Activities

Recreational activities include the participation in one of the following clubs; technological, dance, singing, football, art…. Each child
can participate in more than one club.

15

180

6

Materials for recreational
activities

Materials here refer to all needed materials for participating in the
clubs. Materials vary from one club to another.

10

120

7

Refreshment

During activities each child receives refreshment that includes sandwich, juice, water, fruits….

24

288

8

Food box

The food box includes parcels of sugar, salt, rise, lentils, beans, oil,
pasta, noodles, tomato juice, tuna, sardines, butter, biscuits, date,
tea, milk….

50

600

9

Medical Check up

includes general check-up, eye-test, dental test, vaccination calendar…

50

100

10

Winterization kit

The winterization kit includes gloves, scarf, hat, blanket…

50

50

11

Cloth

the beginning of winter and at the beginning of spring. The cloth kit
includes pant, T-shirt, hoody, jacket, socks, underwear…

30

60

#

TOTAL

$2605

SUSTAINABLE FASHION FOR
A HEALTHIER PLANET.
Saving the World. One Runway at a Time
The Middle East Fashion Council (MEFC) has positioned itself as the world’s
first fashion council with sustainability as its core value. Our platform was
born from an inspiration to tackle climate change and pollution brought on
as a direct result of the industry we love. We produce and govern under a
credo of honesty and integrity and promises to always do what is morally
sound and ethically responsible. That means speaking out and taking a
stand against anything that uses, abuses, and exploits our planet’s natural
resources. The fashion industry is responsible for a significant amount of the
world’s destruction, and we are not afraid of owning that. More importantly
however, we are committed to doing something about it.
We are a fashion collective with a promise to promote diversity, creativity,
and responsibility. Our vision is to accelerate the global transition to carbon
neutrality and sustainability, to care for the earth as one, and to highlight
the negative impacts the fashion industry has on our climate. We believe
that fashion is the outermost layer of the human spirit, and the Middle East
Fashion Week exemplifies the innate drive we all must express ourselves
and celebrate the many gradients of individuality. We are internationally
recognized and locally lauded at the pulse of Dubai Fashion events.

Middle East Fashion Council Support and Fund Beneficiaries
OUR COMMITMENTS
1. Empowerment Through Education
We are committed to… fund schools, classes, research projects, and
educational programs with a focus on sustainability in fashion.
In order to make the fashion industry more sustainable, we’re taking a pledge
to Educate, Encourage, and Empower. Working in tandem with international
fashion schools, our focus is to integrate environmentally responsible and
financially viable practices into the complete supply chain lifecycle – from
product design and development, to material selection, manufacturing,
packaging, etc. We are the lifeblood of sustainability in mainstream fashion.
2. Scholarship Fund
We are committed to… create scholarship opportunities for students with
a passion for sustainability in fashion and meet the criteria for future
education funding.
We understand that knowledge is power, and that positive change increases
a thousandfold when we are equipped with the skills for success. After their
collegiate obligations have been met, we will offer the graduate available
opportunities (in their field of study) within the MEFC.
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3. Supporting Regional Designers
We are committed to… guide up-and-coming designers, and encourage
established professionals to create a sustainable collections with the hope
they will eventually become a carbon-neutral fashion brand.
Our primary mission is to connect local designers with the global market
by supporting them as they grow their brand – introducing them to the
right market, at the right time. We are committed to empowering fashion
designers through «hands-on» collaboration, and to strengthen their
confidence and resolve as they set the stage for the future of fashion.
4. Manufacturer Transparency
We are committed to… support sustainable manufacturers with an emphasis
on traceability.
From history, distribution, location and application of products, parts
and materials, human rights, labour (including health and safety), the
environment, and anti-corruption – we are dedicated to ensuring the
reliability of the fashion world’s sustainability claims. We encourage
commercial relationships that build and improve rural and urban economies
in less privileged areas and regions.
5. Reducing Our Carbon Footprint
We are committed to… prioritize organizations in the Middle East that
promote “zero waste policies” and carbon-neutral, carbon-free, and carbonnegative programs.
Though one of our primary goals is to be the first totally and completely
sustainable fashion council and fashion week, a conscious effort will be
made to offset any carbon emissions our projects and events may cause
(like air travel, etc). Funding research projects with a focus on preservation
of the environment, conservation of natural resources, and carbon emission
reduction are at the top of our list.
6. Support Humanitarian Charities & Initiatives
We are committed to… partner and work with charities with an authentic
humanitarian mission.
As proponents of ‘Ethical Fashion,’ our desire to positively promote fashion
ethical production and manufacturing means supporting charities that
actively advocate against poor working conditions, exploitation of innocents,
unfair trade, wasteful production, and welfare. We are champions for civil,
social, and ethical justice in the Middle East.
7. Partnerships for the Cause
We are committed to… support and contribute to events that positively
promote sustainability in fashion, as well as initiatives that the industry
intersects with.
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DUBAÏ 2021
ONE DAY PROGRAM
SAFETY GUIDELINES
We strictly adheres to all rules and regulations laid out by government
authorities, including Dubai Health Authority and Dubai Municipality
to ensure the health and safety of everyone on our premises.
May 19th, 2021

At

Atlantis Hotel
Dubaï

PRESS CONFERENCE
9:30 AM

MASTERMIND

BRUNCH & NETWORKING

11AM - 2.00 PM

« The Geopolitics of Hydrogen » - Mikaa Mered (HEC, SciencesPO)
« Sustainable energies and innovations » - Eric Villalonga (President Chamber
of Renewable Energies and Ecology of Monaco)
« Sustainable Fashion week, a new vision » - Simon Lo Gatto
(CEO-Middle East Fashion Council)
« Education for children & humanitarian projects » - « Her Excellency Sheikha
Noora Bint Khalifa al Khalifa » Education & Training
- Kiera Chaplin (Activist & Model)

RED CARPET - VIP COCKTAIL
7:30 PM

GALA DINNER
AWARD CEREMONY

9:00 PM

AFTER PARTY

*In addition, each table can attend one day of full
shows during the Middle East fashion Week.*
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DUBAÏ 2021
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DUBAÏ 2021

BETTER WORLD MASTERMIND

CONCEPT
From images to action, the BWF is joining forces with partners to create a
platform assembling filmmakers, writers, scientists, environmentalists and
project leaders to explore and activate palpable initiatives to preserve and
protect the planet.
The Better World Endowment Fund is composed of a team of world-class
experts, influencers and activists from the business, academia, media and
entertainment industries. This tribe of highly - influential people is continuously
connected digitally and meets periodically during high-level global events.
We are selecting the best personnalities and innovative leaders of the world
that make the world a better place.

TARGETS
The mastermind’s main objective is to propose, analyze and decide on 3 or
more specifications, platforms, initiatives and/or campaigns to collectively
support to foster climate adaptation, sustainable energies and blue economy
globally.

ACTIVITIES
“THE GAME CHANGERS”
The mastermind develops the following activities :
• Mastermind visionary speech
• Guest Speaker’s presentations
• Networking

BETTER WORLD CHARITY INITIATIVE
The proposed initiatives :
SDG 9 : industry innovationn and infrastructure, Build resilient, infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innnovation.
SDG 17 : Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global
partnership for sustainable

PROGRAM
« The Geopolitics of Hydrogen » - Mikaa Mered (HEC, SciencesPO)
« Sustainable energies and innovations » - Eric Villalonga (President Chamber
of Renewable Energies and Ecology of Monaco)
« Sustainable Fashion week, a new vision » - Simon Lo Gatto
(CEO-Middle East Fashion Council)
« Education for children & humanitarian projects » - « Her Excellency Sheikha
Noora Bint Khalifa al Khalifa » Education & Training
- Kiera Chaplin (Activist & Model)
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CHANGE INTO ACTION :
THE BETTER WORLD ENDOWMENT FUND

CHARTER
It’s 2021, and Change is Upon Earth.
We acknowledge the World is not in a good place right now.
But, out of crisis civilization is born, and We believe hope, and
not fear, should remain the driving force of action. Because
there is something hopeful and meaningful to be done yet.
We then pledge to DO something, as of today. So, where do
we Start ?
We welcome environmental distress and social justice as the
challenges of our times.
We recognize that these don’t ignore borders across countries
and societies.
United we are in our awareness that the planet’s diversity and beauty
is the affair of all, and our responsibility to preserve and pass them
on to the future generations.
Hence, we refuse to condemn the future generations to a Planet
that has reached a state beyond fixing. Humanity has never been
more aware of its kinship with Nature than it is today, and
never before it had the power to act for it.
We endorse responsibility as humans for the natural world, and
pledge to protect our environment, our life actually depends on it.
We are conscious about these times calling for change, and We
are ready to embrace it, even though it ultimately implies to also
change ourselves.
We, here, Men and Women of Always pledge to represent and
voice the people of Never, their stories, struggles and hopes. We
acknowledge change as a slow process but yet as an action to be
taken on day by day, and resolve to act upon it.
Today, prospecting a Better World, we vow to reflect on our own
imprint as an organization, But also, as gathered individuals, each
sharing a responsibility through our behaviors, habits, expectations
and practices. Free and yet Responsible, living in the present with
a future. We affirm our commitment to one another, to the greater
span of humanity, and to the future generations
Manuel Collas de La Roche
Founder Better World Endowment Fund
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UNION-LIFE INTERNATIONAL
PARTNER

FROM THE BETTER WORLD FORUM
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
With Mr Wilfrid GRENIER
Founder and General Delegate

Why have you founded a new NGO for PEACE?
« It was at the end of 2014, shortly before the terrorist attacks in Paris, Nice and after
those in Spain and Morocco, that I understood the meaning of my life mission and my
name : To promote Peace and Living Together with determination and inventiveness.
The following years and until this year 2020, gave me reason and strength to build a
Collective of personalities and anonymous people around a Programme, in solidarity
with the aim of providing a response to current events and the state of the world... »

What is UNION-LIFE INTERNATIONAL’s program?
« To promote «UNITY Monument» to the Countries, Capitals, Cities and Institutions
of the World as well as its «International Solidarity Subscription»; to prepare for the
post-covid-19 period with the «Life Rendez-vous», the first social event for the general
public; to propose an event like COP21 but for Peace & Doing it together with «UnionFor-Peace» ; continue our great collaboration with the Better World Forum around
the world... »

How do you define your collaboration
with the BETTER WORLD FORUM ?
« I have known its president, Manuel Collas de La Roche, for many years and I can see
his perseverance in giving a showcase to human causes in many fields. Our idea was to
associate the values of peace and fraternity with the Better World Forum by producing
a « UY-UNITY AWARDS® « version for the award ceremonies for prestigious winners for
their action in favour of Living Together... »

What does UY-UNITY stand for ?
« UY-UNITY® is an original artistic work with 8 symbols determining a form of
universality. UY-UNITY® represents the benevolent union of two human beings without
discrimination of origin, gender, religion with at the center, the light symbolizing the
awakening of consciousness, knowledge and wisdom; on the sides, the imprint of two
hearts conveying a message of universal love... »
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Website : www.union-life.org

PREVIOUS EVENTS

Cannes 2019

See the short film

See the official film

May 18th 2019 Cannes Ocean Impact Day :
Country of Honor U.A.E - Ocean Impact day with 47 media
present and a major awareness of the protection of the oceans.
Green tech innovation
With the présence of :

His Excellency, Dr. Thani Bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi Minister of Climate
change and environment United Arab Emirates.

Manuel Collas de La Roche, Kiera Chaplin and His
Excellency, Dr Thani Bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi Minister
of Climate change and environment United Arab
Emirates.

Chris Tucker, his excellency Dr. Thani Bin Amhed Al
Zeyoudi, Brian Etmad, Manuel Collas De La Roche,
President BWF

Cairo 2019

See the official film

June 27th 2019 Cairo - Country of Honor Egypt
Conference on Women’s Rights and Gala Diner.
With the présence of :

Her Excellency, Ghada Waly, Minister of Social Solidarity
Her Excellency, Nabila Makram Minister of Immigration & Egyptian Expatriates Affairs Her
Excellency Dr. Yasmine Salah El-Dine Fouad Abdel Aziz, Minister of Environment

Her Excellency, Nabila Makram Minister of Immigration &
Egyptian Expatriates Affairs, Zeinab Bashier Egypt BWF Director
Her Excellency , Ghada Waly, Minister of Social Solidarity Manuel
Collas de la Roche, Her Excellency Dr. Yasmine Salah El-Dine Fouad
Abdel Aziz, Minister of Environment, Lina Shehayeb and Helga Piaget
Passion Sea Foundation.
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Lina Shehayeb, Zeinab Bashier Egypt BWF Director,
Manuel Collas de La Roche and Helga Piaget.

PREVIOUS EVENTS

NYC 2019
Sept 22nd 2019 New York, Country of Honor Grenada
Organization of the visit of the delegation from the Instituto Raoni and awareness
of the blazing Amazon, which enabled it to obtain a grant of more than
W$1 million. Protection of the island states. Mastermind conference “ Smart
Climate Adaptation in the Caribbean ” at the French Institute FIAF New York.
With the présence of :

His Excelleny Senator Simon Stiell, Minister for climate,
Resilience and Environment. Chief Raoni, Kiera Chaplin,
Jean Michel Cousteau, Jazmin Grimaldi, Andrew Forest
(Minderoo Foundation), Kojo Annan to name a few….

Manuel Collas de La Roche, Jazmin Grimaldi,
Chief Raoni, And Kiera Chaplin

VENICE 2020

Manuel Collas de La Roche, Kiera Chaplin, His
Excelleny Senator Simon Stiell, Minister for climate,
Resilience and Environment.

See the short film

See the official film

September 3rd and 4th 2020 - Under the Patronage of the Italian
Ministry of the Environment. Protection of the Heritage of Venice.
For the benefit of the Association “the French Committee for the Protection
of Venice” and a tribute to Dr Amani Ballour and the Film Director Feras
Fayyad film « The Cave », for the benefit of the « Al Amal » King Baudouin
Foundation.
With the présence of :

Dr. Amani Ballour, Feras Fayyad, Elsa Zylberstein, Arisa, Kiera Chaplin, Forbes,
Nicolas Imbert, Eric Villalonga, Moran Hadad, Jérôme-François Zieseniss, Nicola
Acunzo, Paola Marini, Maria Francesca Spatolisano United Nations, to name a few…
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Nicolas Imbert, Eric Villalonga, Moran Hadad, Manuel Collas de La
Roche, Kiera Chaplin, Jérôme-François Zieseniss, Dr Amani Ballour
and Feras Fayyad.

Nataliya Resh, Kiera Chaplin, Elsa Zylberstein and Manuel Collas de
La Roche

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Contact :
Director Better World Fund UAE
Mrs. Géraldine Dunoyer
Cell : +971 0568347303
Mail : Geraldine.dunoyer@gmail.com
Better World Fund
Endowment Fund
178, Boulevard Haussmann 75008 Paris
Mail: contact@betterworld.fund
www.betterworld.fund
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